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Cómo presentar Pruebas sobre las Condiciones del País para su caso de asilo 

Las pruebas sobre su país de origen pueden ayudarle a ganar su caso de asilo. Este tipo de pruebas 
se conocen como “Pruebas Sobre las Condiciones del País" y ayudan a demostrar al Corte de 
Inmigración por qué tiene miedo de volver a su país de origen además de ayudarle a contar su 

historia. Estas pruebas también ayudan a mostrar al Corte de Inmigración por qué otras personas 
en su situación temerían volver a su país de origen, y a mostrar al Corte de Inmigración el peligro 

y la falta de protección que existen en dicho país. Las pruebas sobre las condiciones del país 
pueden someterse al mismo tiempo o después de presentar el formulario I-589 de solicitud de 

asilo. 

Asegúrese de presentar su Paquete de Condiciones del País antes de la fecha límite fijada 
por el Juez de Inmigración: SI NO HAY OTRA FECHA FIJADA, PRESÉNTELO AL 

MENOS 15 DÍAS ANTES DE SU AUDIENCIA.  

Instrucciones paso a paso: 

(1)  Descargue el Paquete de Condiciones del País (Country Conditions Packet) que 
contiene información sobre su país y por qué usted y otras personas en su situación 
temen regresar a su país de origen;  
 

(2) Asegúrese de saber dónde está su corte, quién es su juez y cuándo es la fecha de su 
audiencia. Esta información la puede encontrar entrando en el siguiente enlace e 
introduciendo su Número A:  

a. Enlace del Portal EOIR: https://acis.eoir.justice.gov/en/  
 

(3) En la primera página de su Paquete de Condiciones del País, deberá: 
a. Escriba su nombre completo, su número A y los nombres completos y números A de 

los miembros de su familia que formen parte del caso, como su cónyuge o sus hijos; 
y  

b. Escriba la ciudad y el estado de la Corte de Inmigración, el nombre del juez, y la 
fecha y hora de su Audiencia (que puede consultar en el enlace del Portal EOIR 
anterior). 

 
(4) En la última página de su Paquete de Condiciones del país, deberá:: 

a. Escriba su nombre, la fecha en la que está presentando su Paquete de Condiciones 
del País, y la dirección de la oficina del Fiscal del ICE (OPLA) que tiene jurisdicción 
sobre su caso, que se puede encontrar buscando en el directorio de OPLA en: 
https://www.ice.gov/contact/field-offices?office=12; y  

https://acis.eoir.justice.gov/en/
https://www.ice.gov/contact/field-offices?office=12
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b. Firme la línea al final de la página - este es un paso importante, debido a que 
demuestra a la Corte de Inmigración que usted también está enviando una copia al 
Abogado de ICE. 

 
(5) Imprima (3) copias de su Paquete de Condiciones del País: necesitará 1 copia para la 

Corte de Inmigración, 1 copia para ICE, y 1 copia para usted; 
 

(6) Para entregar el paquete ante la Corte de Inmigración: 
a. Presente la primera copia de su Paquete de Condiciones del País directamente a la 

Corte de Inmigración que maneja su caso, la cual puede encontrar entrando en el 
siguiente enlace e ingresando su Número A:  
Enlace del Portal EOIR: https://acis.eoir.justice.gov/en/.  
Este paquete puede ser presentado en persona en la Corte de Inmigración o por 
correo postal. 

i. Si lo presenta en persona, pídale al secretario de la corte que también selle 
su copia - ¡esta es su prueba de que presentó su paquete de condiciones del 
país! 

ii. Si usted lo envía por correo, asegúrese de enviar el paquete a través de correo 
certificado USPS y mantener la prueba de su número de seguimiento. 

iii. La corte cierra a las 4PM – si has llegado a la línea para someter su paquete 
antes de 4PM, la corte tiene que aceptarla ese mismo dia! 
 

(7) Para entrgar el paquete ante ICE: 
a. Envíe por correo su segunda copia al abogado del ICE a la dirección de su oficina 

OPLA  
i. Esta será la misma dirección que ha escrito en la última página del Paquete 

de Condiciones del País (que se puede encontrar en el enlace del directorio 
OPLA más arriba).  

(8) Su copia: 
a. Guarde la tercera copia, su copia, sellada por la Corte de Inmigración, como prueba 

de que presentó su paquete de condiciones del país y para tenerla en su Audiencia.  
Esto es importante porque tendrá que llevarlo a su audiencia final, que se llama 
"Audiencia Individual".  
 

(9) La Audiencia Individual: 
a. Si el Juez de Inmigración le pregunta si ha presentado "condiciones del país" o 

"pruebas" en apoyo de su caso, diga que SÍ, y muéstrele su copia sellada del paquete 
como prueba.  

https://acis.eoir.justice.gov/en/
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GOVERNMENTAL SOURCES 

A U.S. Department of State, 2022 Country Reports on Human Rights 
Practices: Venezuela (2022), available at Venezuela - United States 
Department of State 

 “Significant human rights issues included credible reports of: unlawful or 

arbitrary killings, including extrajudicial killings by regime forces; forced 

disappearances by the regime; torture or cruel, inhuman, or degrading 

treatment or punishment by security forces; harsh and life-threatening prison 

conditions; arbitrary arrest or detention by security forces;” 

 “Cases of torture and other cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment or 

punishment of prisoners were also reported. Regime-aligned individuals 

subjected detainees to asphyxiation, electric shock, broken bones, hanging 

by their limbs, and being forced to spend hours on their knees. Detainees 

were also subjected to cold temperatures, sensory deprivation, and sleep 

deprivation; remained handcuffed for extended periods of time; and 

received death threats to themselves and their relatives.” 

 “Most prison conditions were harsh and life threatening due to gross 

overcrowding, food shortages, inadequate sanitary conditions and medical 

care, systemic violence, and poor infrastructure.” 

 “The law provides for the right to a fair and public trial with oral proceedings 

for all individuals. The FFM and OHCHR reports issued during the year 

concluded the regime frequently violated the rights to a fair trial without 

undue delay and to have legal counsel. Lack of judicial independence 

allowed the regime to use the judiciary to arbitrarily prosecute opponents 

and led to rampant abuse of rights.” 

 “The Maduro regime used the judiciary to intimidate and prosecute 

individuals critical of regime policies or actions.” 

 “Our research shows that there are instances where there is an extremely high 

correlation between public stigmatization and politically motivated arbitrary 

arrests. This correlation is a new indicator of a systematic policy of 

repression and points to the crime against humanity of persecution.” 

 “From the highest levels of the state, the system has been designed to 

discredit, accuse, threaten and target those who defend, promote and demand 

respect for human rights, through public statements, the media and social, 

personal and institutional networks.” 

1-66 
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B Congressional Research Service, Venezuela: Political Crisis and U.S. 
Policy (2021), available at 50 (congress.gov) 

 “Maduro has quashed dissent and resisted international pressure to step 

down since his reelection in a May 2018 presidential vote that was widely 

condemned as fraudulent;” 

“Maduro has used security forces, buoyed by corrupt courts, to quash dissent.” 

67-69 

MEDIA SOURCES 

C NPR, Venezuelan Refugees Face Violence and Closed Borders as they try to 
flee. (2018) available at Venezuelan Refugees Face Violence And Closed Borders 

As They Try To Flee : NPR 

 “Our research shows that there are instances where there is an extremely high 

correlation between public stigmatization and politically motivated arbitrary 

arrests. This correlation is a new indicator of a systematic policy of 

repression and points to the crime against humanity of persecution.” 

 “From the highest levels of the state, the system has been designed to 

discredit, accuse, threaten and target those who defend, promote and demand 

respect for human rights, through public statements, the media and social, 

personal and institutional networks.” 

70-74 

D Amnesty International, Calculated Repression: Stigmatization and 
Arbitrary Detention for Political Reasons in Venezuela. available at 
Calculated Repression in Venezuela (amnesty.org) 

 “The correlation of the arbitrary detentions with the stigmatizations -which 

have an evident political nature- point to an objective of political 

discrimination that seriously affects the rights of people in Venezuela who 

think differently from the government of Nicolás Maduro.” 

75-100 

E Amnesty International, Venezuela. available at Human rights in Venezuela 

Amnesty International 

 “The number of mass demonstrations demanding civil and political rights fell 

compared to previous years. In response, the authorities adopted more 

targeted, but nevertheless systematic, repressive tactics. These included using 

the judicial system to silence dissent and criminalize human rights 

defenders.” 

 “Authorities often responded to these demonstrations with excessive force 

and arbitrary detentions.” 

101-110 

F The New York Times, A Knock, Then Gone: Venezuela Secretly Detains 
Hundreds to Silence Critics. (2020) available at Secret Detentions Become a 

Common Tool of Repression Under Maduro - The New York Times (nytimes.com) 

 “Secret detentions, known under international law as “forced 

disappearances,” are playing a critical role in the Venezuelan government’s 

111-116 
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increasingly authoritarian efforts to control its population, discourage dissent 

and punish opponents”. 

G Reuters Fleeing hardship at home, bias abroad, Venezuelans flock to U.S. 
(July 14, 2021), available at Fleeing hardship at home, bias abroad, Venezuelans 

flock to U.S. | Reuters 

 “Over 17,000 Venezuelans arrived at the southern U.S. border in the last 

eight months - more than in the previous 14 years combined - according to 

data from the U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) agency. Many 

hope to claim asylum.”  

 “Protests in 2014 and 2017 also led to a backlash by authorities against 

perceived opponents.”  

117-120 

H Human Rights Watch, Venezuela Events of 2021 (2021), available at World 

Report 2022: Venezuela | Human Rights Watch (hrw.org) 

 “Intelligence and security forces have tortured various detainees and their 

family members. In 2020, the UN Office of the High Commissioner for 

Human Rights (OHCHR) reported cases of alleged torture and ill-treatment 

including severe beatings with boards, suffocation with plastic bags and 

chemicals, submersion in water, electric shocks to eyelids and genitals, 

exposure to cold temperatures, and handcuffing for extended periods.”  

 “Security forces have severely injured and occasionally killed demonstrators 

they had deliberately shot at point-blank range with riot-control munitions, 

brutally beaten others who offered no resistance, and staged violent raids on 

apartment buildings.” 

121-132 

I Human Rights Watch, Venezuela Events of 2022 (2022), available at World 

Report 2023: Venezuela | Human Rights Watch (hrw.org) 

 “The government has jailed political opponents and disqualified them from 

running for office.” 

 “At least 114 political prisoners have spent more than three years in pretrial 

detention, despite time limits included in a recent Criminal Code reform. 

Approximately 875 of the 15,770 civilians arbitrarily arrested from 2014 

through June 2022 have been prosecuted in military courts, the Penal Forum 

reported.” 

133-143 

J ECRE, UNHCR: Majority of People Fleeing Venezuela In Need of 
International Protection. (2019) available at UNHCR: Majority of People 

Fleeing Venezuela in Need of International Protection | European Council on 

Refugees and Exiles (ECRE) 

 “According to UNHCR because of: “the threats to their lives, security or 

freedom resulting from circumstances that are seriously disturbing public 

order in Venezuela”, the majority of the people fleeing Venezuela are 

entitled to protection based on the 1984 Cartagena Declaration.” 

144-145 
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K Human Rights Watch, The Venezuelan Exodus. (2018) available at The Venezuelan 

Exodus: The Need for a Regional Response to an Unprecedented Migration Crisis | 

HRW 

 “Venezuelans are fleeing their country for multiple reasons… A ruthless 

government crackdown has led to thousands of arbitrary arrests, hundreds of 

prosecutions of civilians by military courts, and torture and other abuses 

against detainees. Arbitrary arrests and abuses by security forces, including 

by intelligence services, continue.” 

146-171 

L Stanford Migration and Asylum Lab, Venezuela Country Conditions Bulletin 

(2023) available at 

https://migration.sites.stanford.edu/sites/g/files/sbiybj30036/files/media/file/2023-

venezuela-bulletin.pdf 

 “Ever since the presidency of Hugo Chavez in 1999, Venezuela has 

experienced an increasing level of authoritarianism and violence, both by state 

and non-state actors.” 

 “Maduro’s government has significantly extended repression of political 

opponents begun under Chávez. Ahead of the 2013 election, Maduro 

threatened that a vote against him would be akin to treason. 12 Since then, he 

has continued to retaliate against any actual and perceived critics of the 

government, jailing and investigating many opposition figures. 13 In 2016, in a 

repeat of the Tascón list, the National Electoral Council published the names of 

citizens who had signed a recall referendum on Maduro’s presidency. 

Hundreds of government employees were fired as retaliation for signing the 

referendum, and the list was also used to withhold subsidized food benefits for 

otherwise qualifying citizens. 14 Mass protests against Maduro’s government 

in 2014, 2017, and 2019 have been met with increasingly violent and 

repressive measures by state security forces, creating ever more dangerous 

conditions for political opposition.” 

 “In addition to pervasive persecution of political opponents by the government, 

Venezuela remains one of the deadliest countries in the world and suffers from 

high levels of violence and crime.” 

 “Elections in Venezuela have been so deeply tainted by Maduro’s control that 

opposition parties cannot reasonably claim to have any legislative power. 

Opposition party members have been both physically harmed and summarily 

removed from power.” 

 “While the political space for opposition supporters diminished during Hugo 

Chavez’s presidency, the Maduro government’s use of state-sponsored 

violence beginning with the 2014 protests has eliminated any realistic ability 

for an opponent or perceived opponent of the government to maintain a sense 

of physical safety.” 
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The Migration and Asylum Lab seeks to inform immigration courts about country
conditions in Latin America through the use of the most up-to-date and rigorous research
on issues relevant to asylum cases. The scholars involved in the lab are supremely qualified to
provide current and dependable information on country conditions in the context of asylum
proceedings. They include political scientists, data analysts, historians, and international
relations scholars. They have decades of experience in their field and are widely recognized
for their work, which includes peer-reviewed books published by university presses and
articles in the top academic journals.

The Lab’s mission is to provide thorough, dependable country conditions information to
help adjudicators to make well informed decisions as to the merit of claims for asylum
protection. Our role as expert witnesses is not to act as advocates, but rather to conduct
impartial analysis of country conditions based on a wide range of sources, including
academic scholarship, government and non-government reports, and media reporting from
inside the country and the international press.

Copyright © 2023 Migration and Asylum Lab
All rights reserved.
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Chapter One: Venezuela Country Profile1

Homicide and Impunity Rates
2022 Homicide Rate: 40.4 per 100,000 inhabitants (Pop. 28,199,867)

● Source: InSight Crime Yearly Homicide Round-Up (released every February)
Also gives basic info by country about reasons for spikes/drops in homicide rates and
new criminal actors.2 Data taken from Venezuelan Violence Observatory (OVV)’s
2022 Annual Report on Violence.

Impunity for Homicides
● According to independent calculations from the Venezuelan Violence Observatory in

2019, between 8 and 9 arrests are made on average for every 100 homicides, meaning
there is a 92% rate of impunity for homicides. In 2019, OVV’s calculations indicated
an average of 15 murders per day and over 300,000 violent deaths since 2000.3

Major Opposition Parties
● Voluntad Popular
● Primero Justicia
● Acción Democratica
● Vente Venezuela

History of Political and Security Situation
Ever since the presidency of Hugo Chavez in 1999, Venezuela has experienced an increasing
level of authoritarianism and violence, both by state and non-state actors. While Venezuela
suffered from political repression from before the time Hugo Chavez assumed the
presidency in 1999, political dissidents were by and large able to act without fearing for their
personal safety. As Ana María Isidoro Losada and Rita Bitar Deeb describe in a special issue
of the Bulletin of Latin American Research on Venezuela, the “ongoing process of
institutional erosion” that began under Chavez’s presidency and have continued under his

3 Sabrina Martín, “En Venezuela 92% de los homicidios quedan impunes,” Observatorio Venezolano de Violencia, Sept.
24, 2019, https://observatoriodeviolencia.org.ve/news/en-venezuela-92-de-los-homicidios-quedan-impunes/.

2 “Insight Crime’s 2022 Homicide Round-Up,” Insight Crime, Feb. 8 2023,
https://insightcrime.org/news/insight-crime-2022-homicide-round-up/#Guatemala

1 Additional research contributed by Adley Schwa

Migration and Asylum Lab 4 November 2023
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successor Nicolas Maduro, are the main drivers of violence and insecurity in Venezuela.4

According to academics Benedicte Bull and Antulio Rosales, “Venezuela has been
undergoing the most profound crisis of any society in modern Latin America, and on many
accounts, the deepest crisis of any non-war-ridden country in recent times.” Bull and Rosales
point to the dissolution of democratic governance, the collapse of the rule of law, and an
increasing militarization of security policies as the main factors contributing to the current
public security crisis and high rates of violence experienced by Venezuelan residents. As Bull
and Rosales state, “the very population that the Bolivarian Revolution sought to protect
from marginalization has been victim of extra-judicial killings and gross violations of human
rights. In this context, there is also the notable emergence of paramilitary groups that
exercise armed violence as well as territorial control. What emerges is both a militarization of
civil society and a ‘paramilitarization’ of the state.”5

In Hugo Chávez’s first term as president, a new Venezuelan constitution was written
guaranteeing many human rights protections. However, after a short-lived opposition-led
coup against him in 2002, Chávez tightened his grip on power, systematically scaling back
protections and repressing political opposition. In particular, political opponents were fired
or denied access to state-sponsored social welfare programs.6 Following a 2004 recall
referendum on Chávez’s presidency, a full list of Venezuelans who had publicly petitioned for
the referendum was published online by pro-Chávez legislator Luis Tascón. The “Tascón
list” and subsequent “Maisanta program” (a detailed list of all citizens’ political affiliations)
were publicly available and used by the government to target perceived opponents.7

Thousands of civil service employees lost their jobs and many citizens were blocked from
bidding for government contracts.8 One 2014 study suggests that there was an average 5%
decrease in annual earnings and a 1.3% drop in employability among Venezuelans who
signed the petition against Chávez.9

After the death of Chávez in March 2013, his hand-picked successor Nicolás Maduro
narrowly prevailed in snap elections that exacerbated already deep political divisions in

9 Miguel Hsieh, Ortega, & Rodriguez, “The Price of Political Opposition: Evidence from Venezuela’s Maisanta,” American
Economic Journal: Applied Economics 3, April 2011, 196–214, 211.

8 “Chávez’s Blacklist of Venezuelan Opposition Intimidates Voters,” Bloomberg, April 17, 2006

7 “A Decade Under Chávez: Political Intolerance and Lost Opportunities for Advancing Human Rights in Venezuela,”
Human Rights Watch, September 2008, p. 10, https://www.hrw.org/sites/default/files/reports/venezuela0908web.pdf.

6 “A Decade Under Chávez: Political Intolerance and Lost Opportunities for Advancing Human Rights in Venezuela,”
Human Rights Watch, September 2008, 1, https://www.hrw.org/sites/default/files/reports/venezuela0908web.pdf.

5 Benedicte Bull and Antulio Rosales, "The crisis in Venezuela: Drivers, transitions, and pathways," European Review of
Latin American and Caribbean Studies/ Revista Europea de Estudios Latinoamericanos y del Caribe, no. 109 (2020): 1+. Gale
Academic OneFile,
https://link-gale-com.library.lcproxy.org/apps/doc/A622718626/AONE?u=lacc_legal&sid=bookmark-AONE&xid=c
3b8b3f8.

4 Isidoro Losada, Ana María, and Rita Bitar Deeb, “Introduction: Authoritarianism and Violence in Venezuela,” Bulletin of
Latin American research 41, no. 1 (2022): 102–104.
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Venezuelan society.10 Maduro, who served under Chávez throughout his presidency and who
calls himself the “Son of Chávez,” has actively framed his presidency as a continuation of the
Chávez government and its socialist platform.11 Maduro’s government has significantly
extended repression of political opponents begun under Chávez. Ahead of the 2013 election,
Maduro threatened that a vote against him would be akin to treason.12 Since then, he has
continued to retaliate against any actual and perceived critics of the government, jailing and
investigating many opposition figures.13 In 2016, in a repeat of the Tascón list, the National
Electoral Council published the names of citizens who had signed a recall referendum on
Maduro’s presidency. Hundreds of government employees were fired as retaliation for
signing the referendum, and the list was also used to withhold subsidized food benefits for
otherwise qualifying citizens.14 Mass protests against Maduro’s government in 2014, 2017,
and 2019 have been met with increasingly violent and repressive measures by state security
forces, creating ever more dangerous conditions for political opposition.

Upcoming 2024 Elections
The 2024 presidential elections and 2025 local and legislative elections in Venezuela present
an opportunity for the return to the rule of law, due electoral process and for the
normalization of relations with the international community. However, concerns remain that
recent developments in Venezuela will threaten the electoral process, impeding free and fair
elections. On June 15, 2023, six members of the National Electoral Council (CNE) resigned
from their positions without explanation. The National Assembly, now dominated by
Maduro supporters, accepted these resignations and later, the resignation of two other
members was publicly announced. On the same day, the National Assembly took initial steps
towards appointing a new CNE by creating a commission whose members are almost
entirely of the governing party. At least four opposition candidates have thus far been
disqualified by administrative authorities, provoking greater concerns that Venezuelans will
be severely restricted in their voting options. The European Union mission to Venezuela in
2021 found various other concerns for the upcoming election cycle, including “the lack of

14 U.S. Department of State, “Venezuela 2016 Human Rights Report,” 45,
https://www.state.gov/documents/organization/265834.pdf.

13 Jim Wyss, “Chavismo after Chávez: Two years after president’s death, party loyalties are strained,” Miami Herald, March
8, 2015, https://www.miamiherald.com/news/nation-world/world/americas/venezuela/article13012655.html.

12 Juan Ferero, “Nicolas Maduro narrowly wins presidential election in Venezuela,” The Washington Post, April 15, 2013,
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/hugo-chavez-heir-nicolas-maduro-leads-in-polls-ahead-of-vote/2013/04/14/
334cd2ba-a54b-11e2-9e1c-bb0fb0c2edd9_story.html.

11 Jim Wyss, “Chavismo after Chávez: Two years after president’s death, party loyalties are strained,” Miami Herald, March
8, 2015, https://www.miamiherald.com/news/nation-world/world/americas/venezuela/article13012655.html.

10 Juan Ferero, “Nicolas Maduro narrowly wins presidential election in Venezuela,” The Washington Post, April 15, 2013,
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/hugo-chavez-heir-nicolas-maduro-leads-in-polls-ahead-of-vote/2013/04/14/
334cd2ba-a54b-11e2-9e1c-bb0fb0c2edd9_story.html.
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separation of powers, the disqualification of political candidates, challenges in updating the
Electoral Registry which should be permanently opened for all potential voters, limited
access to clear and timely information, and the absence of guarantees for freedom of
speech.”15 While a new round of negotiations between Maduro’s government and opposition
parties led to sweeping promises of free, fair, and internationally-monitored elections in
2024, concerns remain that the ruling government will renege on those promises and again
resort to overt and covert forms of repression and intimidation to restrict the vote.

Current Security Situation
In addition to pervasive persecution of political opponents by the government, Venezuela
remains one of the deadliest countries in the world and suffers from high levels of violence
and crime. In 2017, UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon declared the country in a
“humanitarian crisis” due to deteriorating human rights conditions, including government
intimidation and violent persecution of peaceful protestors.16 Venezuela was one of three
countries identified by the International Rescue Committee (IRC) on its 2022 Emergency
Watchlist of countries most at risk of experiencing deteriorating humanitarian crises in the
following year. One of the factors identified by the IRC was the increase in violent clashes
between Venezuelan forces and Colombian criminal groups at the border, which continue to
displace thousands of Venezuelans.17

The Mexican think-tank Citizens Council for Public Security and Criminal Justice named
three Venezuelan cities (Caracas, Maturin, and Valencia) among the ten most dangerous in
the world in 2017.18 Venezuela has one of the highest rates of violent deaths in Latin
America and in the world, ending 2022 with a homicide rate of 40.4 per 100,000 inhabitants.
According to data from the Venezuelan Violence Observatory (OVV), the country recorded
10,737 violent deaths in 2022 or an average of 29 per day, a drop of only 0.5% from the year
prior. Of the more than 10,000 violent deaths recorded, approximately 13% resulted from
police interventions, likely due to the indiscriminate violence deployed in security operations
in Venezuela, where police are notorious for committing extrajudicial executions. In addition,

18 US State Department Overseas Security Advisory Council (OSAC), “Venezuela 2017 Crime & Safety Report,”
February 17, 2017, 1, https://www.osac.gov/Pages/ContentReportPDF.aspx?cid=21286.

17“Haiti, Honduras and Venezuela to face humanitarian risks with regional impact in 2022 if unaddressed: IRC warns,”
International Rescue Committee,
https://www.rescue.org/press-release/haiti-honduras-and-venezuela-face-humanitarian-risks-regional-impact-2022-if.

16 “Venezuela,” Human Rights Watch, pg. 7, https://www.hrw.org/world-report/2017/country-chapters/venezuela.

15 WOLA, “Upcoming Elections Provide an Important Opportunity for Venezuela but the Lack of Guarantees Deepens
Concerns,” July 6, 2023,
https://www.wola.org/2023/07/upcoming-elections-provide-important-opportunity-venezuela-lack-guarantees-deepens
-concerns/.
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there were 1,370 reports of disappearances in 2022, with certain areas of Venezuela seeing
large numbers of disappearances and mass graves linked to criminal gang activities.19

Annual and Semi-Annual State Department Reports
● State Department, “2022 Country Reports on Human Rights Practices: Venezuela,”

annual updates:
https://www.state.gov/reports/2022-country-reports-on-human-rights-practices/ven
ezuela/.

International Human Rights Bodies
● Human Rights Watch, “Venezuela events of 2022,” Updated annually. This report

details the humanitarian crisis in VZ, arbitrary arrests, intimidation, torture and
murder of citizens, lack of judicial independence, discrimination towards indigenous
people, people with disabilities, women, LGBTQ+, etc.:
https://www.hrw.org/world-report/2023/country-chapters/venezuela?gclid=Cj0KC
QjwnrmlBhDHARIsADJ5b_nDJqk7Z9KrZWtiPoDMfduxdlGDXc3ktYqxM0sWTt
XKerKjwclwbYoaAndhEALw_wcB.

● Amnesty International, “Venezuela 2022”: annual reports (typically published in
March), details security and human rights, political corruption, government violations,
and the humanitarian crisis:
https://www.amnesty.org/en/location/americas/south-america/venezuela/report-ve
nezuela/.

● “Lawyers under attack: Barriers to the Legal Profession in Venezuela,” International
Commission of Jurists, May 2022,
https://icj2.wpenginepowered.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/Venezuela-Lawye
rs-under-attack-publications-briefing-paper-2022-ENG.pdf

● UN Office of Human Rights:
https://www.ohchr.org/en/press-releases/2021/09/venezuelan-justice-system-plays-
significant-role-states-repression?LangID=E&NewsID=27479

InSight Crime (Organized Crime Think Tank) Country Reports
● Latest crime news and country profile:

https://insightcrime.org/venezuela-organized-crime-news/

19 Peter Appleby, Chris Dalby, Sean Doherty, Scott Mistler-Ferguson and Henry Shuldiner, “InSight Crime 2022
Homicide Round-Up,” InSight Crime, Feb. 8, 2023,
https://insightcrime.org/news/insight-crime-2022-homicide-round-up/#venezuela.
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Local Venezuelan Independent Sources
● Venezuelan Violence Observatory (Observatorio Venezolano de Violencia - OVV),

Venezuelan NGO monitoring security situation and human rights abuses in VZ:
https://observatoriodeviolencia.org.ve/

● Foro Penal, legal NGO publishing statistics and providing assistance for political
prisoners: https://foropenal.com/

Regional Violence by State
Zulia
In a 2022 report by the OVV, Zulia specifically was named the most violent state in
Venezuela for the first half of the year, rising from 9th place in 2020. Out of 2,493 victims of
homicide and other acts of violence that took place in Venezuela from January through June
2022, 24.3% occurred in Zulia state. Zulia also stands in second place when it comes to
kidnapping with a total of seven reported cases during the first six months of 2022.20

Tachira
The border region of Táchira is an especially dangerous area where Colombian guerrilla
groups and colectivos - an umbrella term used to refer to pro-government groups that are
often armed and engage in paramilitary activities - both participate frequently in illicit
activities and extrajudicial killings in collusion with the Venezuelan state and its security
forces. Táchira has been a stronghold for the opposition against Maduro’s government and
has suffered intense violence and political repression as a result. Groups such as right-wing
paramilitaries and guerrilla groups from Colombia, as well as colectivos, have colluded with
Venezuelan security officers to repress political dissent in Táchira. Crisis Group has reported
the presence of many smaller armed paramilitary groups in the border region, many of
whom have established relationships with local politicians and work alongside Venezuelan
security forces.21

21 Crisis Group International, “Crisis on the Border: Keeping the Peace Between Colombian and Venezuela,” Dec. 14,
2020,
https://www.crisisgroup.org/latin-america-caribbean/andes/colombia/84-disorder-border-keeping-peace-between-colo
mbia-and-venezuela.

20“Zulia Cerró Primer Semestre de 2022 Como El Más Violento de Venezuela,” Observatorio Venezolano de Violencia,
August 24, 2022.
https://observatoriodeviolencia.org.ve/news/zulia-cerro-primer-semestre-de-2022-como-el-mas-violento-de-venezuela/
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Chapter Two: Threats to Opponents of the
Maduro Government in Venezuela

Increased Repression Following Mass Protests of 2014 and 2017
Against the backdrop of general political repression following the death of Hugo Chávez
and the election of his hand-picked successor Nicolas Maduro in 2013, Venezuela’s political
climate underwent a definitive shift in early 2014. Mass protests broke out against the
Maduro government, provoking government-sponsored violence that was deemed necessary
against opposition supporters in order to maintain political control. The mass protests in
February 2014 were the result of many factors that coalesced around a series of high-profile
examples of government corruption and impunity, including increasing restrictions on
opposition legislators and rising rates of violent crime.22 Murder rates in Venezuela had risen
every year since the beginning of Hugo Chávez’s presidency in 1999. In particular the
murder of a young beauty queen unleashed virulent criticism of Maduro’s government and
hundreds protested in the aftermath of the murder, objecting to the state’s ineffectiveness at
curbing rampant violence. 23 The initial protests spurred significant mobilization against the
Maduro government by February 2014, when citizens’ anger about the government was
fueled after a female student reported an attempted rape in western Venezuela. Protesting
students were arrested by government forces, leading to wider demonstrations in Caracas.
After government forces opened fire on a peaceful march, killing three, the protests grew
significantly, becoming the largest wave of anti-government mobilizations in Venezuela in
ten years. Under the social media banner #LaSalida (The Exit), initial demands for improved
security evolved into a demand for an end to Maduro’s ineffective and increasingly
authoritarian government.24

The tone of repression changed. Maduro’s government responded to these protests with
brutal force. According to the 2017 Human Rights Watch report on Venezuela, many
protesters were detained, often without charge, and held incommunicado on military bases
for days, suffering torture including severe beatings, electric shocks or burns, and forced

24 “What lies behind the protests in Venezuela?” BBC, March 27, 2014,
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-latin-america-26335287.

23 Gupta, “Death of Former Beauty Queen Prompts Soul-Searching, Anger in Venezuela,” Time, January 9, 2014,
http://time.com/324/death-of-former-beauty-queen-prompts-soul-searching-anger-in-venezuela/

22 William Neuman, “Protests Swell in Venezuela as Places to Rally Disappear,” New York Times, 20 Feb. 2014,
https://www.nytimes.com/2014/02/21/world/americas/protests-swell-in-venezuela-as-places-to-rally-disappear.html.
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stress positions.25 Others were killed when government forces fired directly on
demonstrating crowds. The government sponsored extrajudicial violence through its
collaboration with pro-government paramilitaries who attacked protesters.26

In 2017, Venezuelan president Nicolas Maduro again took drastic steps in an attempt to
consolidate his political power. On March 30, Venezuela’s Supreme Tribunal of Justice (STJ),
consisting primarily of Maduro supporters, passed a ruling stripping the legislative branch,
the National Assembly, of its legislative powers effectively putting control over all three
branches of government into Maduro’s hands.27 In April 2017, mass protests broke out
throughout Venezuela in response to the STJ’s ruling.28 Over the following four months,
Venezuelan security forces employed disproportionate and excessive force against hundreds
of thousands of protestors in an effort to quell dissent.29 Protestors were shot at point-blank
range with riot-control munitions, run over with armored vehicles, and brutally beaten.30

The US State Department estimated that about 125 protesters were killed, and thousands
detained by the Venezuelan government and paramilitary forces during the 2017 protests.
According to the US State Department, “Credible nongovernmental organizations (NGOs)
reported indiscriminate household raids, arbitrary arrests, and the use of torture to deter
protesters. The government arrested thousands of individuals, tried hundreds of civilians in
military tribunals, and sentenced approximately 12 opposition mayors to 15-month prison
terms for alleged failure to control protests in their jurisdictions.”31 Amidst increasing
political repression and an ongoing economic crisis, protesters struggled to sustain the
momentum of protests, especially as more and more Venezuelans left the country since 2017
(550,000 to Colombia alone at the end of 2017. This number was estimated to have grown to

31 US Department of State, “Venezuela 2017 Human Rights Report,” 2017, 1,
https://www.state.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Venezuela.pdf.

30 “World Report 2018, Venezuela: Events of 2017,” Human Rights Watch, 2018,
https://www.hrw.org/world-report/2018/country-chapters/venezuela#.

29 “UN human rights team’s findings indicate patterns of rights violations amid mass protests in Venezuela,” United
Nations Human Rights, Office of the High Commissioner, August 8 2017,
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=21948&LangID=E

28 Mariana Zuniga and Nick Miroff, “Venezuelans flood streets in big demonstration against Maduro government,” The
Washington Post, April 19, 2017,
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/the_americas/venezuela-on-edge-as-government-allies-opposition-hold-duelin
g-rallies/2017/04/19/74773d06-2455-11e7-928e-3624539060e8_story.html.

27 US Department of State, “Venezuela 2017 Human Rights Report,” 2017,
https://www.state.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Venezuela.pdf.

26 William Neuman, “In Venezuela, Protesters Point to Their Scars,” The New York Times, April 27, 2014,
https://www.nytimes.com/2014/04/28/world/americas/in-venezuela-protesters-point-to-their-scars.html.

25 “Venezuela: Events of 2016,” Human Rights Watch, January 2017,
https://www.hrw.org/world-report/2017/country-chapters/venezuela.
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one million by July 2018.) The United Nations estimated that approximately three million
Venezuelans left the country between 2014 and 2018.32

Current Political Situation in Venezuela
In May 2018, Maduro was re-elected in a highly controversial election boycotted by most
opposition political parties and not recognized by the opposition-controlled National
Assembly. During the elections, many opposition candidates were barred from running while
others were jailed or fled the country for fear of imprisonment. On January 10, 2019 Maduro
was sworn in for his second term, while the National Assembly claimed that the presidency
remained vacant because the election was neither free nor fair. The president of the
opposition-controlled National Assembly, Juan Guaidó, then declared himself acting
president of Venezuela with the support of many nations, including the United States. Yet
despite severe international sanctions, spiraling hyperinflation, collapsing electric and water
utility infrastructure, and an ongoing exodus of Venezuela, Maduro clung to executive power
backed by state security forces and the support of governments like Russia, Turkey, and
Iran.33 At the end of 2022, the opposition-led National Assembly voted to end Guaidó’s
interim-presidency as it became clear his efforts to oust Maduro had not proven fruitless.34

Elections in Venezuela have been so deeply tainted by Maduro’s control that opposition
parties cannot reasonably claim to have any legislative power. Opposition party members
have been both physically harmed and summarily removed from power. In 2020, the
Supreme Court suspended the leadership of Acción Democrática, Voluntad Popular, and Primero
Justicia, and replaced them with Maduro supporters.35 The most recent Venezuelan
parliamentary elections were held on December 6, 2020, but they were boycotted by
opposition parties who claimed that the elections would be fraudulent.36 Maduro’s party now
occupies 253 of the 277 seats in the National Assembly, with Maduro possessing de-facto
dictatorial control. The latest US State Department Report on Human Rights in Venezuela
indicates that Maduro continues to turn a blind eye to officials who commit human rights

36 “Venezuela's major opposition parties pledge to boycott December election,” Reuters, August 2, 2020,
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-venezuela-politics-idUSKBN24Y0ME.

35 “Venezuela: Rulings Threaten Free and Fair Elections,” Human Rights Watch, July 7, 2020,
https://www.hrw.org/news/2020/07/07/venezuela-rulings-threaten-free-and-fair-elections.

34 Isayen Herrera and Genevieve Glatsky, “Juan Guaidó is Voted Out as Leader of Venezuela’s Opposition, New York
Times, Dec. 30, 2022, https://www.nytimes.com/2022/12/30/world/americas/venezuela-opposition-juan-guaido.html.

33 “Venezuela Crisis: How the political situation escalated,” BBC, January 24 2019,
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-latin-america-36319877.

32 "Colombia and Brazil tighten Venezuela border control," Al Jazeera, Feb 12 2018,
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2018/02/colombia-brazil-tighten-venezuela-border-control-180209081826179.html.
“Venezuela Crisis: How the political situation escalated,” BBC, January 24 2019,
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-latin-america-36319877.
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abuses, stating “The Maduro government took no effective action to meaningfully identify,
investigate, prosecute, or punish officials who may have committed human rights abuses or
engaged in corruption.”37

Due to international pressure, government and opposition representatives held meetings in
Mexico in August 2021 to negotiate issues including electoral guarantees, the lifting of
sanctions, respect for rule of law, humanitarian aid, and political rights. The Venezuelan
government withdrew from the negotiations in October, following the extradition to the
United States of Colombian businessman Alex Saab, a close government ally.38 In November
2021, regional elections were held in Venezuela. According to an independent EU electoral
mission monitoring the November regional elections, political opponents remained
arbitrarily disqualified from running for office, there had been unequal access to the media,
and the lack of judicial independence and of respect for the rule of law had undermined the
election’s impartiality and transparency.39After over a year of hiatus, representatives of the
opposition and Maduro’s government met again in November 2022 and presented plans to
continue discussions in December.40

Vanishing Safe Space for Opposition or Perceived Opposition
While the political space for opposition supporters diminished during Hugo Chavez’s
presidency, the Maduro government’s use of state-sponsored violence beginning with the
2014 protests has eliminated any realistic ability for an opponent or perceived opponent of
the government to maintain a sense of physical safety. The U.S. State Department’s 2022
country report on Venezuela describes a range of human rights abuses, including “unlawful
or arbitrary killings, including extrajudicial killings by government forces; forced
disappearances by the government; torture or cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment or
punishment by security forces; harsh and life-threatening prison conditions; arbitrary arrest
or detention by security forces; political prisoners or detainees; [and] serious problems with
the independence of the judiciary.”41 Government critics and peaceful protesters continue to
be detained, and there are widespread reports of torture and abuse in custody.42 In just two

42 “Venezuela: Dissidents Allege Torture, Coerced Confessions,” Human Rights Watch, July 27, 2016,
https://www.hrw.org/news/2016/07/27/venezuela-dissidents-allege-torture-coerced-confessions.

41 U.S. Department of State, “2022 Country Reports on Human Rights Practices: Venezuela,” 2022, pg. 2,
https://www.state.gov/reports/2022-country-reports-on-human-rights-practices/venezuela/

40 “Venezuela opposition demand date to resume dialogue with Maduro in Mexico,” Reuters, Dec. 4, 2022,
https://www.reuters.com/world/venezuela-opposition-demand-date-resume-dialogue-with-maduro-mexico-2022-12-04

39“Venezuela: Events of 2021,” Human Rights Watch, 2022,
https://www.hrw.org/world-report/2022/country-chapters/venezuela.

38 “Venezuela: Events of 2021,” Human Rights Watch, 2022,
https://www.hrw.org/world-report/2022/country-chapters/venezuela.

37 US Department of State, “Venezuela 2022 Human Rights Report,” p. 2,
https://www.state.gov/reports/2022-country-reports-on-human-rights-practices/venezuela/.
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months of protests in 2017, more than sixty people were killed and over 2,700 individuals
arrested.43 In 2019, Amnesty International confirmed that at least four people were killed,
more than 200 injured and 205 arrested during state repression of protests across Venezuela
in just three days at the end of April.44 There have been widespread credible reports of
persecution and torture of protestors detained by the government, including severe beatings,
electric shocks, threats of rape, and forced consumption of human excrement.45

According to the US Department of State, there are credible reports that Maduro-aligned
security forces have tortured and abused detainees, including, “asphyxiation, electric shock,
broken bones, being hung by their limbs, and being forced to spend hours on their knees.”46

These claims are corroborated by the United Nations Human Rights Council in a report
published on September 16, 2020. The report found that: “(SEBIN) targeted political
dissidents and human rights activists. . . The detentions in some cases amounted to short
term enforced disappearances and included torture and cruel, inhuman and degrading
treatment.”47 These detentions also involved “sexual violence, including rape with body
parts or objects and threats to rape either the detainee or the detainee’s loved ones, forced
nudity, as well as beatings and electric shocks to the genitals.”48 There is ample evidence from
human rights groups, journalists, academics, as well as the US State Department that
detainees in Venezuela are regularly subjected to extreme forms of physical violence.

The Venezuelan Government and colectivos have also consistently detained political dissidents
arbitrarily. In a twelve-month period from June 2019 – May 2020, the Office of the High
Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) “observed the involvement of armed colectivos
in the enforcement of confinement measures in poor neighborhoods… which resulted in the
detention of demonstrators, journalists, human rights defenders, and political leaders by
security forces.”49 Between May and July of 2016, the SEBIN and National Guard detained

49“Outcomes of the Investigation into Allegations of Possible Human Right Violations of the Human Rights to Life,
Liberty and Physical and Moral Integrity in the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela,” The United Nations High

48 “Venezuela: UN Report Urges Accountability for Crimes against Humanity,” United Nations Human Rights Council,
September 16, 2020,
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/HRBodies/HRC/Pages/NewsDetail.aspx?NewsID=26247&LangID=E.

47 “Venezuela: UN Report Urges Accountability for Crimes against Humanity,” United Nations Human Rights Council,
September 16, 2020,
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/HRBodies/HRC/Pages/NewsDetail.aspx?NewsID=26247&LangID=E.

46 United States Department of State, “Venezuela 2019 Human Rights Report,”
https://www.justice.gov/eoir/page/file/1260246/download.

45Eyanir Chinea & Diego Oré, “Detained opposition activists say Venezuela authorities tortured them,” Reuters, April 18,
2017, https://www.reuters.com/article/uk-venezuela-politics-idUKKBN17K2EC.

44“Venezuela: State steps up repression of protests in the midst of the crisis,” Amnesty International, May 2, 2019,
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2019/05/venezuela-state-steps-up-repression-protests-crisis/.

43 Cody Weddle, “Venezuela detainees say they’re being beaten, tortured in police custody,” Miami Herald, June 1, 2017,
http://www.miamiherald.com/news/nation-world/world/americas/venezuela/article153867184.html.
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21 people alleging they were “planning, fomenting, or had participated in violent
anti-government actions,” even though prosecutors failed to present “any credible evidence
linking the accused to crimes.”50

The Venezuelan government has also threatened, harassed, and inflicted violence on
members of opposition political parties, with verified reports from non-governmental
organizations that the Venezuelan government has taken direct violent actions towards party
members. One example of this is the arrest on October 5, 2018 of Fernando Albán, a
popular leader of the Primero Justicia party, at the Caracas airport by SEBIN. He was detained
for two days and unable to contact either his family or his lawyers. Once he was able to
contact his lawyers, he informed them that he had been “threatened.”51 His lawyers
explained that while “he did not show signs of torture,” he was “very tired as he had not
been allowed to sleep since his arrest.”52 Only one day after contacting his lawyers, Amnesty
International reported that on October 8, 2018, Fernando Albán died while in custody of
SEBIN. The report indicated that “his body fell from the tenth floor of the headquarters of
the SEBIN in Caracas.”53

Those perceived as political opponents to the Venezuelan state clearly face heightened risks
of government persecution as the state has ramped up targeting of dissidents and violent
retribution in the past six years. A report compiled by Human Rights Watch in 2017 noted
that in addition to the arrests and persecution of those attending, filming, or standing by
demonstrations, there was a marked increase in the number of detentions carried out by
security agents in incidents completely unrelated to protests. According to this report,
“Those detained in such cases were political opponents, including lesser known activists, or
people whom the government claimed had links to the political opposition,” and were often
not informed of the reason for their arrest, nor who was detaining them.54 Another Human
Rights Watch report counted 340 political prisoners jailed in late 2017, including five

54 “Crackdown on Dissent: Brutality, Torture and Political Persecution in Venezuela,” Human Rights Watch, Nov. 29,
2017,
https://www.hrw.org/report/2017/11/29/crackdown-dissent/brutality-torture-and-political-persecution-venezuela.

53 “Venezuela: Councilman Dies in Custody Of Intelligence Service: Fernando Alban,” Amnesty International, Oct. 9,
2018, https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/amr53/9222/2018/en/.

52 Hugo Pérez Hernáiz, “Death of Detained Opposition Leader Shakes up Venezuelan Politics,” Venezuelan Politics and
Human Rights, 10 October 2018,
https://www.venezuelablog.org/death-detained-opposition-leader-shakes-venezuelan-politics/.

51 Hugo Pérez Hernáiz, “Death of Detained Opposition Leader Shakes up Venezuelan Politics,” Venezuelan Politics and
Human Rights, Oct. 10, 2018,
https://www.venezuelablog.org/death-detained-opposition-leader-shakes-venezuelan-politics/.

50“Venezuela: Dissidents Allege Torture, Coerced Confessions,” Human Rights Watch, July 27, 2016,
https://www.hrw.org/news/2016/07/27/venezuela-dissidents-allege-torture-coerced-confessions.

Commissioner for Human Rights,
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Countries/VE/A_HRC_44_20_AdvanceUneditedVersion.pdf.
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opposition mayors who were sentenced to 15 months in prison and prohibited from running
for office.55 Foro Penal’s count as of June 12, 2023 was at 283 political prisoners currently
detained by Maduro’s government.56 Those registered or associated with the opposition that
do protest are similarly targeted by government forces when appearing at demonstrations,
and as a result, many have fled the country escaping such persecution. Activists have claimed
that between the persecution of opposition protests and the poor economy, the ranks of the
“resistance” have been decimated, as many face lengthy sentences or currently reside in
exile.57

State Surveillance and Denial of Services/Employment
As an additional arm of state surveillance, Maduro’s government launched the Homeland
Card in January 2017, an identification card for social services including the distribution of
food rations. Questions asked by government agents during issuance of the cards include
whether a person has membership in a social movement, political party, or communal
council, as well as place of residency and socioeconomic status. While the government insists
that registry for the Homeland Card is voluntary, many people working at mayor's offices,
governor's offices, legislative bodies, and municipal and community councils, as well as
employees of state-owned companies, pensioners, and university students have reported
being either “pressured” or “forced” to obtain the card. During the December 2017
municipal elections, voters were made to scan their Homeland Cards at “red kiosks” after
voting in order to “detect and track the movement of voters,” according to the Minister of
Communication and Information.58 Critics have called the Homeland Card a “mechanism of
social control,” allowing the government to obtain information about citizens and deny
public healthcare, university education, and much-needed subsidized food to those who
don’t register. Those who failed to scan their cards during the December elections, for
example, were cut off government services, or if government employees, dismissed from
their jobs.59

59 Ryan Brading, ”Venezuela’s government clings on by splitting the opposition and strong-arming the poor,” The
Conversation, November 29, 2017,
http://theconversation.com/venezuelas-government-clings-on-by-splitting-the-opposition-and-strong-arming-the-poor-
86094.

58 Canada: Immigration and Refugee Board of Canada, Venezuela: The homeland card (carnet de la patria), including issuance
procedures, usage, and physical characteristics; extent to which homeland cards have been distributed (2016-May 2018), 18 May 2018,
VEN106113.E, available at: https://www.refworld.org/docid/5b2bb7bf4.html [accessed 29 December 2018].

57 Brian Ellsworth, Anggy Polanco, ”Venezuela’s decimated ‘Resistance’ protestors stay off the street for election,”
Reuters, May 20, 2018,
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-venezuela-election-resistance/venezuelas-decimated-resistance-protesters-stay-off-st
reets-for-election-idUSKCN1IL0FG.

56 Foro Penal, June 12, 2023, https://foropenal.com/.

55 “World Report 2018: Venezuela, Events of 2017,” Human Rights Watch, 2018,
https://www.hrw.org/world-report/2018/country-chapters/venezuela.
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Denial of medical care has also been used as a widespread tactic of political control in
Venezuela, as has been revealed by Cuban doctors sent by their government to bolster the
failing medical system in Venezuela. According to interviews with sixteen Cuban doctors
published by the New York Times, both Cuban and Venezuelan doctors were frequently
pressured by superiors to withhold medical attention ahead of Maduro’s re-election in 2018
in order to pressure voters. The doctors described tactics of political manipulation ranging
from door-to-door messaging in poor neighborhoods that medical aid would be suspended if
residents did not vote for the Socialist party, to the denial of treatment for opposition
supporters with life-threatening ailments or chronic conditions. One doctor confirmed the
use of Homeland Cards to systematically deny medication and treatment to opposition
members who were not registered. According to one Venezuelan patient interviewed by the
New York Times, “They come to your house, they ask you a series of questions, and you
start to think, if I answer ‘no,’ they can cut me from health care. It just leaves you
overwhelmed.”60

Lawyers as well have come under regular attack as the justice system has become increasingly
corrupt, serving as a significant tool in the continued state repression of political dissidents.
In a 2022 report released by the International Commission of Jurists (ICJ), the international
human rights body found that many lawyers, particularly those working on high-profile
cases, or those affiliated with human rights groups and the political opposition, are
“frequently subjected to variation forms of pressure, harassment, intimidation or persecution
by the authorities or by third parties who act with their support, tolerance or acquiescence.
These attacks include acts of harassment and direct threats. Likewise, legal practitioners face
undue obstacles and barriers in the performance of their necessary and legitimate functions
and responsibilities in the interests of their clients.” The ICJ further found that the most
frequent obstacle faced by opposition attorneys is attacks against them in relation to carrying
out their professional functions, including with the aim of inhibiting them from doing so.
The report notes that, “In many cases, these attacks have triggered other serious crimes or
human rights violations, such as arbitrary arrests for political reasons.” Many of these
attorneys have been profiled by the Venezuelan state as “challenging official narratives,”
often leading to investigation or arrest. Furthermore, the relatives, friends and colleagues of
the profiled individual are often harassed or arrested in order to obtain information or
intimidate and apply pressure to the attorney in question.61

61 “Lawyers under attack: Barriers to the Legal Profession in Venezuela,” International Commission of Jurists, May 2022,
https://icj2.wpenginepowered.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/Venezuela-Lawyers-under-attack-publications-briefi
ng-paper-2022-ENG.pdf

60 Nicholas Casey, “‘It Is Unspeakable’: How Maduro Used Cuban Doctors to Coerce Venezuela Voters,” New York
Times, March 17, 2019, https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/17/world/americas/venezuela-cuban-doctors.html
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The UN Human Rights Office has found that the justice system in Venezuela plays a
significant role in the repression of political opponents. In a September 2021 report, the
UN’s fact-finding mission on Venezuela described the complete lack of judiciary
independence in Venezuela’s court system, leading to grave human rights violations against
government opponents. The report describes how the “justice system’s deficiencies have
gone hand-in-hand with a pattern of serious human rights violations and crimes under
international law in the context of a state policy to silence, discourage and quash government
opposition since 2014.”62 On the World Justice Project’s Rule of Law Index for 2022,
Venezuela ranked last out of 140 countries. According to the chairman of Foro Penal, an
organization of pro-bono lawyers representing political prisoners, “It is not that the system
in Venezuela is inefficient, as in some other countries that are low on the 2022 Rule of Law
Index. The judiciary is a facade here, a weapon for political persecution and corruption.”63

Since the failed coup of 2002, Venezuela’s socialist state has increasingly scaled back
constitutional protections for citizens and repressed political dissidence. Members of
opposition parties have been jailed, tortured and disappeared, and protests against Maduro’s
government have been met with brutal violence by state security forces. Individuals known
to have opposed and criticized the Maduro government or any of its representatives are at
heightened risk of persecution by the Venezuelan government, its specialized security forces,
and by armed pro-government organizations known as colectivos. Persecution can include
blacklisting, detention, torture, and murder.

63 Trudeke Sillevis Smitt, “Venezuela: judiciary as weapon for political prosecution,” Lawyers for Lawyers, Jan. 23, 2023,
https://lawyersforlawyers.org/en/venezuela-judiciary-as-weapon-for-political-prosecution/.

62 “Venezuelan justice system plays a significant role in the State’s repression of government opponents,” UN Office of
Human Rights, Sept. 16, 2021,
https://www.ohchr.org/en/press-releases/2021/09/venezuelan-justice-system-plays-significant-role-states-repression?L
angID=E&NewsID=27479.
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Chapter Three: Violence by State and
Para-State Security Forces in Venezuela

Paramilitary Pro-Government Colectivos
During opposition protests since 2014, Venezuelan security forces have worked in
conjunction with armed pro-government paramilitary organizations known as colectivos.
Venezuelan colectivos originated in the 1980s from the remnants of the country’s leftist
guerrilla movement of the 1960s. While at their start they functioned as vigilante groups in a
context of increased crime and impunity in the 1980 and 1990s, they later re-emerged as
armed pro-government organizations under the late Venezuelan president Hugo Chavez.64

In Caracas, Chávez permitted mayors to begin arming these groups with local funds. Maduro
also set out to buy loyalties when he became president by granting both the army and the
colectivos unprecedented control and business opportunities.65 The colectivos have played a
significant role in helping the Venezuelan government quell political dissent during the 2014,
2017 and 2019 anti-government protests. These paramilitary organizations use intimidation
and extrajudicial killings as strategies, often with the knowledge and the support of Maduro’s
security forces.66

Defense analyst Rocío San Miguel, who points out that 2019 was a notable year for the
growing public links between Maduro and these groups, has described the colectivos as “a
defense mechanism in breaking up protests and generating fear in the civil population,” and
“the operating arm of the state.” These groups work with impunity and are sometimes
trained by the state in return for securing votes and repressing political opposition.
According to Public Radio International, “In some cases, colectivos are alleged to be trained
by the military or the police, and a recruitment merry-go-round between the colectivos,
police, the military and security forces keep them rotating uniforms, depending on what is

66 Patricia Torres and Nicholas Casey, “Armed Civilian Bands in Venezuela Prop Up Unpopular President,” New York
Times, April 22, 2017,
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/04/22/world/americas/armed-civilian-bands-in-venezuela-prop-up-unpopular-preside
nt.html.

65 Luke Taylor, “Maduro turns to violent ‘mercenary’ colectivos to maintain order,” Public Radio International, April 25,
2019, https://www.pri.org/stories/2019-04-25/maduro-turns-violent-mercenary-colectivos-maintain-order.

64 Martin Markovits and Vincent Bevins, “Venezuela's Tupamaros on the side of the law” San Francisco Gate, November
16, 2008; Alfred, Charlotte, “Venezuela Motorcycle Gang Videos Show Terror and Violence In Support Of Maduro,”
Huffington Post, February 26, 2014,
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/02/25/venezuela-motorcycle-gangs-vidoes-colectivos_n_4855640.html .
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needed of them.”67 Sociologist Olga Avila of the Central University of Venezuela has
described how the colectivos have been granted impunity to commit crime and carry out state
functions due to a “weakness of the Venezuelan state in its capacity to defend citizen
interests or government structures.” In a study published in 2023, Avila finds that the
colectivos in Venezuela represent a “key piece in government security, in a sense representing a
government strategy of transferring responsibilities and the legitimate use of violence for
these groups to exercise authority and control in some sectors.”68

Estimates by the NGO Foro Penal indicate that colectivos were responsible for the deaths of
almost 40% of the 125 people killed during the 2017 anti-government protests.69 In addition
to extrajudicial killings of protesters, colectivo members regularly intimidate and harass
individuals whose activities are seen as threats to complete government control, such as
members of rival political parties.70 They have attacked anti-government protesters,
Venezuelan opposition television staff, and sent death threats to journalists.71 Maduro often
explicitly calls on colectivos to enforce his rule of law, asking them to “defend the peace of
every barrio, of every block.”72 Humberto Prado, the director of the Venezuelan Prison
Observatory, accused the Maduro government of releasing prison inmates to fill the colectivos’
ranks in their repression efforts.73 Academic studies from within Venezuela have
demonstrated how the colectivos act as a parallel governing structure with the full ideological
and financial support of the state, carrying out police functions and extrajudicial
punishments within communities, and even limiting drug markets through their territorial
control.74

In February 2019, a month after Juan Guaido declared himself President, the Bolivarian
National Guard, Fuerza de Acciones Especiales, and colectivo members opened fire on a

74 Roberto Briceño Leon, “La gobernanza de los ‘Colectivos’ de Caracas y el Estado en Venezuela,” Espacio Abierto:
Cuaderno Venezolano de Sociología: Volumen 32 Nº 2 (abril-junio) 2023, pp.122-133,
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.8075167

73 Venezuela Investigative Unit, “The Armed Groups Propping Up Venezuela’s Government,” InSight Crime, March 1,
2019, https://insightcrime.org/news/analysis/armed-groups-propping-venezuelas-government/.

72 Tom Phillips, “Venezuela: Maduro calls on armed groups to keep order amid electricity rationing,” Guardian, April 1,
2019, https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/apr/01/maduro-venezuela-colectivos-electricity-power-rationing.

71 Andrew Rosati, “Maduro’s Masked Thugs Unleash Terror Along the Venezuelan Border,” Bloomberg, February 26,
2019,
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-02-26/maduro-s-masked-thugs-unleash-terror-along-the-venezuelan-
border.

70 Patricia Torres and Nicholas Casey, “Armed Civilian Bands in Venezuela Prop Up Unpopular President,” New York
Times, April 22, 2017,
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/04/22/world/americas/armed-civilian-bands-in-venezuela-prop-up-unpopular-preside
nt.html.

69 US Department of State, “Venezuela,” 3, https://www.state.gov/documents/organization/277611.pdf .

68 Olga Avila, “Los ‘Colectivos’: brazo ejecutor del gobierno bolivariano en Venezuela,” Espacio Abierto: Cuaderno
Venezolano de Sociología Volumen 32 Nº 2 (abril-junio) 2023, pp.153-168, : https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.8075441

67 Luke Taylor, “Maduro turns to violent ‘mercenary’ colectivos to maintain order,” Public Radio International, April 25,
2019, https://www.pri.org/stories/2019-04-25/maduro-turns-violent-mercenary-colectivos-maintain-order.
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convoy attempting to bring humanitarian aid into the country overland. At least four people
were killed and more than 285 were injured.75 The victims included several dozen people
from the indigenous Pemón community as well as journalists who were pursued, robbed and
threatened by the armed groups.76 In May 2020, following a failed invasion attempt by exile
groups and US mercenaries, colectivo members went to 26 homes and businesses throughout
Venezuela owned by opponents of Maduro and graffitied death threats on the walls.77 These
threats came after several members of the Venezuelan parliament fled into exile or took
refuge in embassies when the Maduro-controlled Supreme Court stripped them of their
immunity and ordered their arrest.78 Among those threatened were leaders of Primero Justicia
and members of the National Assembly.79 In January 2021, colectivos shifted strategies from
individual home raids to attempting to take over entire apartment complexes. Carlos Rojas, a
journalist in northern Caracas, documented an invasion of the Recreo apartment building,
the latest in a string of actions by government and police officials to take over properties.80

In the Libertador municipality, 40 invasions of this type were carried out between March
2020-2021.81 According to testimonies from local residents, members of the colectivos then
rent out the properties and extort the owners of the remaining apartments until they leave.82

Special Action Force (FAES)
Agencies such as the FAES (Fuerza de Acciones Especiales) were created by Maduro
nominally to combat crime, but have served to target anti-government protesters in popular
sector communities, acting with little oversight and displacing existing criminal groups to
assert control of their territories and illegal economies.83 The former FAES director, José

83 Venezuela Investigative Unit, “Venezuela Reports Show FAES Police Unit Targeting Key Megabandas,” InSight Crime,
January 2, 2020, https://insightcrime.org/news/analysis/faes-venezuela-targeting-megabandas/.

82 “Las invasiones a viviendas y comercios no se detienen en cuarentena,” El Diario, June 20, 2020,
https://eldiario.com/2020/06/20/las-invasiones-a-la-propiedad-privada-no-se-detienen-en-cuarentena/.

81 Venezuela Investigative Unit, “Colectivos Ramp Up Property Seizures in Venezuela,” InSight Crime, March 2, 2021,
https://insightcrime.org/news/colectivos-ramp-up-property-seizures-in-venezuela/#:~:text=An%20increase%20in%20
the%20number,groups%20known%20as%20%E2%80%9Ccolectivos.%E2%80%9D.

80 Venezuela Investigative Unit, “Colectivos Ramp Up Property Seizures in Venezuela,” InSight Crime, March 2, 2021,
https://insightcrime.org/news/colectivos-ramp-up-property-seizures-in-venezuela/#:~:text=An%20increase%20in%20
the%20number,groups%20known%20as%20%E2%80%9Ccolectivos.%E2%80%9D.

79 Venezuela Investigative Unit, “Graffiti Death Threats – Venezuela’s New Tool of Fear,” InSight Crime, May 22, 2019,
https://insightcrime.org/news/analysis/graffiti-death-threats-venezuela-tool-fear/.

78 Lucia Abellan, “Venezuelan opposition leader seeks refuge in Spanish embassy in Caracas,” El Pais, May 2, 2019,
https://english.elpais.com/elpais/2019/05/01/inenglish/1556713845_723006.html.

77 Venezuela Investigative Unit, “Graffiti Death Threats – Venezuela’s New Tool of Fear,” InSight Crime, May 22, 2019,
https://insightcrime.org/news/analysis/graffiti-death-threats-venezuela-tool-fear/.

76 Venezuela Investigative Unit, “The Armed Groups Propping Up Venezuela’s Government,” InSight Crime, March 1,
2019, https://insightcrime.org/news/analysis/armed-groups-propping-venezuelas-government/.

75 Antonio Maria Delgado and Jim Wyss, “Maduro quema la ayuda humanitaria. Al menos 4 muertos y 285 heridos en
violenta represión,” El Nuevo Herald, February 23, 2019,
https://www.elnuevoherald.com/noticias/mundo/america-latina/venezuela-es/article226681789.html.
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Miguel Domínguez Ramírez, was accused of maintaining ties with colectivos and sanctioned by
the United States for suppressing dissent and stopping humanitarian aid from reaching
Venezuela.84 Since the dissolution of the FAES in 2021, Dominguez was reassigned to head
the new tactical unit of the National Police, Dirección de Acciones Estratégicas y Tácticas,
indicating a redistribution of the lethal FAES forces throughout police departments rather
than an actual break up of the force formerly known as the “death squad.”85

The FAES was created during the turmoil of 2017 as a special unit of the national police, but
with the intention of controlling criminal gangs in Venezuela’s poorest neighborhoods, not
as a way to control political demonstrations and dissent. Trained for six months at
Venezuela’s National Experimental Security University, they received ideologically driven
courses stressing allegiance to the Maduro government. The officers wore plain black
uniforms and balaclavas to cover their face, guaranteeing their total impunity.86 The
dissolution of the country’s most notoriously repressive police force has been credited to
international pressure against the Maduro government, but also due to the huge numbers of
political dissidents fleeing the country and the ensuing decrease in protest activity that has
given Venezuela a semblance of order. As the FAES has disappeared from public view,
researchers at the Venezuelan Violence Observatory (OVV) have noted how state police and
the Scientific and Criminal Investigation Department (CICPC) have replaced the squad as
the most deadly police institutions in Venezuela. In 2021, OVV registered 2,332 citizen
deaths at the hands of police, an average of 6.3 people per day. By the first six months of
2022, OVV registered 330 such cases, with the CICPC leading the list of the most lethal state
forces.87

Scientific and Criminal Investigation Department (CICPC)
The Scientific and Criminal Investigation Department (CICPC) is Venezuela’s largest
national police agency and is responsible for criminal investigations and forensic services.

87 Luis de Jesus, “La silenciosa salida de escena de la FAES, el grupo élite del chavismo acusado de graves violaciones a
los derechos humanos,” Observatorio Venezolano de Violencia, Aug. 20, 2022,
https://observatoriodeviolencia.org.ve/news/la-silenciosa-salida-de-escena-de-la-faes-el-grupo-elite-del-chavismo-acusa
do-de-graves-violaciones-a-los-derechos-humanos/#:~:text=El%2017%20de%20julio%20pasado,formaban%20parte%
20de%20la%20FAES.

86 Ana Vanessa Herrero and Nicholas Casey, ”Maduro Turns to Special Police Force to Crush Dissent,” New York Times,
January 30, 2019, https://www.nytimes.com/2019/01/30/world/americas/venezuela-maduro-protests-faes.html.

85 Luis de Jesus, “La silenciosa salida de escena de la FAES, el grupo élite del chavismo acusado de graves violaciones a
los derechos humanos,” Observatorio Venezolano de Violencia, Aug. 20, 2022,
https://observatoriodeviolencia.org.ve/news/la-silenciosa-salida-de-escena-de-la-faes-el-grupo-elite-del-chavismo-acusa
do-de-graves-violaciones-a-los-derechos-humanos/#:~:text=El%2017%20de%20julio%20pasado,formaban%20parte%
20de%20la%20FAES.

84 US Department of the Treasury, “Treasury Sanctions Security Officials Associated with Violence and Obstruction of
Humanitarian Aid Delivery,” March 1, 2019, https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/sm619.
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The CICPC has been notoriously responsible for widespread human rights abuses and
extrajudicial killings, especially during the “Operations for the Liberation of the People,” or
OLPs, that were carried out in neighborhoods across Venezuela from their implementation
from 2015 until 2017. These were joint military operations, intended to root out criminal
organizations in Venezuela’s most violent areas. However, reports of abuse and extrajudicial
killings during the operatives abound and civil society organizations have recorded the deaths
of 560 individuals during OLPs between July 2015 and June 2017, many at the hands of
CICPC officers. One of the main obstacles for accountability is that the CICPC, allegedly
responsible for most of the killings, is also in charge of conducting all forensic examinations
in cases of violent death, leading to near complete impunity for officers.88 In 2009, Interior
Minister Tarek El Aissami said that 20 percent of crimes in Venezuela are committed by
police officers and the general perception is that those numbers have since increased. This
fact is exemplified by cases like the January 2015 arrest of 11 judicial police officers who
were holding a local merchant for ransom in their police station.89 Police officers in
Venezuela have been known to provide weapons and information to criminal groups, and
have participated in kidnappings and extortion rings, indicating that political dissidents
would receive no protection from Venezuelan state authorities if returned to Venezuela.90

Bolivarian National Guard (GNB) and National Police
Venezuela’s Bolivarian National Guard (GNB) has also been tainted by corruption. In recent
years, officers of the GNB, as well as other members of the nation’s defense and security
agencies, have been implicated in drug trafficking, kidnappings and other illegal practices.
Testimonials of mid-level GNB officers who spoke on condition of anonymity indicated that
officers pay their superiors for assignments in the “most profitable” areas of the country, as
determined by potential for collecting bribes. Members of the National Police have said that
some officers pay their superiors to be assigned to areas where merchants sell basic goods on
the black market because they are easy areas to collect bribes. Similarly, criminal detainees,
defense lawyers and even public prosecutors know the “rates” charged by detectives to alter
police records or “mistakenly” change one digit of a suspect’s ID number, which can

90 Angélica Romero Navas, “Detenidos cuatro policías de Lara señalados por extorsión,” El Impulso, May 9, 2016,
https://www.elimpulso.com/2016/05/09/detenidos-cuatro-policias-de-lara-senalados-por-extorsion/.

89 Venezuela Investigative Unit, “Military and Police Corruption: Venezuela’s Growing Evil,” InSight Crime, Sept. 22,
2016, https://www.insightcrime.org/news/analysis/corruption-military-police-growing-evil-venezuela/.

88 “Human Rights Violations in the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela: a downward spiral with no end in sight,” Office of
the United High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR), June 2018,
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Countries/VE/VenezuelaReport2018_EN.pdf.
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indefinitely delay a case. They also know the “cost” of removing evidence or “misplacing” an
entire case file.91

General Directorate of Military Counterintelligence (DGCIM)
The General Directorate of Military Counterintelligence (DGCIM) is a counterintelligence
agency and as such serves to detect and deter all “enemy activity,” in addition to providing
greater security for the president and the Armed Forces. In effect, the DGCIM has been
responsible for the detention and torture of a significant number of political prisoners since
2014, as opposition to the Maduro government has essentially been classified as enemy
activity against the state.92 Political prisoners detained in the DGCIM base in Caracas rioted
in February 2019 and threatened to undergo a hunger strike to protest torture in the facility
and the disappearance of General Pérez Gámez who was detained there. Family members
that came to the detention center after the riot to check on their loved ones’ well-being were
given no information and forced to leave the premises.93

Bolivarian National Intelligence Service (SEBIN)
Similarly, the SEBIN agency, under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Popular Power for the
Interior, Justice and Peace, is utilized to detect and eliminate threats to national security in
Venezuela. Established in 1969, the SEBIN has more recently been known for the
persecution, detention and torture of political dissidents. Hundreds of political prisoners are
held without warrants at the El Helicoide SEBIN headquarters, and multiple detainees have
been reported dead after enduring torture or being denied food, water and medical
attention.94

Intimidation and Persecution within Venezuelan Armed Forces
Maduro continues to increase the military’s role in many aspects of national development,
and in turn the armed forces have helped keep Maduro in office in exchange for a growing
list of economic perks. According to a report by The Guardian, active duty or retired military
officers make up nearly half of Maduro’s cabinet and hold many other key positions in
industries ranging from arms procurement to steel production to food distribution. One of

94 Ramon Collado, “SEBIN enforcers fundamental to Maduro’s toolkit of repression,” Miami Herald, January 17, 2018,
https://www.miamiherald.com/opinion/op-ed/article195253874.html.

93 “Tamara Suju denunció torturas en la Dgcim y la desaparición de un general,” El Nacional, February 2, 2019,
http://www.el-nacional.com/noticias/sociedad/tamara-suju-denuncio-torturas-dgcim-desaparicion-general_269221.

92 Human Rights Watch, “Crackdown on Dissent: Brutality, Torture and Political Persecution in Venezuela,” November
29, 2017,
https://www.hrw.org/report/2017/11/29/crackdown-dissent/brutality-torture-and-political-persecution-venezuela.

91 Venezuela Investigative Unit, “Military and Police Corruption: Venezuela’s Growing Evil,” InSight Crime, Sept. 22,
2016, https://www.insightcrime.org/news/analysis/corruption-military-police-growing-evil-venezuela/.
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the largest signs of the military’s ascendancy was the 2017 appointment of an active-duty
national guard general, Manuel Quevedo, to run the state-run oil company (PDVSA). Oil
accounts for about 95% of Venezuela’s export earnings. According to human rights defender
Rafael Uzcategui, “political loyalty is much more important than technical knowhow” for
Maduro’s government. “Competence is totally secondary and that’s one of the reasons why
we are in the middle of an economic crisis.”95 This shift also explains the increasing
politicization of the military under Maduro’s government, and the subsequent rise in
repression of dissent within the military’s ranks.

Military allegiance to the Socialist governments began under Chavez however, especially
following the 2002 coup when Chavez purged the military of officials who had allied with
coup plotters. Maduro has more directly bought the support of military superiors by
promoting them to key government positions and handing off important sectors of the
national economy and concessions, especially mining. According to former military officers,
both Chavez and Maduro embedded intelligence agents within the military’s ranks with the
help of Cuban security services, instilling paranoia and crushing dissent amongst
lower-ranking officers. According to journalists at Reuters, “Intelligence agents have arrested
and jailed scores of perceived troublemakers, including several high-profile officers, even for
minor infractions.”

Given their history of persecution and torture of political dissidents in Venezuela, any
number of these repressive state or paramilitary groups would persecute and harm political
dissidents as punishment for perceived opposition of the Chavez or Maduro governments.
Colectivos and state authorities often direct their attacks on less public and visible members of
the opposition because it is easier to use violence against them without creating an
international incident that would be harmful to the state. Government security forces in
Venezuela have made clear that opposition to the Maduro government can lead to
surveillance, persecution, harassment and violence by the Venezuelan state or its affiliated
paramilitary groups.

95 John Otis, “Venezuela opposition looks to military to oust Maduro. Dream on,” Guardian, Jan. 9, 2018,
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/jan/09/calls-for-a-coup-in-venezuela-ignore-the-fact-that-the-generals-are-d
oing-nicely.
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Chapter Four: Colombian Guerrillas and
Violence in the Border Region of Venezuela

Colombian Guerrilla Groups in Venezuela
The presence of Colombian guerrilla groups, along with human and drug trafficking
routes crossing the border, have created a situation of violence for many residents in the
border region between Venezuela and Colombia. After a Colombian guerrilla group
killed ten men from Táchira in 2009, the mayor at the time declared that these groups
“operate with total impunity on the border, violating the security and sovereignty of the
country.” A local representative of a vender’s association also declared after the massacre
that “there have been cases of venders and industrial workers threatened by groups
identifying as Colombian guerrillas.”96 According to the International Crisis Group, these
issues have persisted until the present. In a 2021 report published by Crisis Group,
researchers described how “in the jungle along the Colombian-Venezuelan frontier,
guerrillas, criminals and shadowy state elements jostle for illicit profits.” Along the length
of the border region, the report states, “Colombian guerrillas are penetrating deeper into
Venezuelan territory.” According to Venezuelan migrants on the Colombian side of the
border, the Colombian guerrilla presence in Venezuela began to grow in 2016 after the
negotiation of peace accords between the Colombian government and the Fuerzas
Armadas Revolucionarios de Colombia- Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia
(FARC), the main leftist guerilla group in Colombia, disarmed many guerillas and sent
them looking for profit-making enterprises elsewhere.97

Meanwhile, the guerrillas are also increasingly associating themselves with Venezuelan
state authorities, appearing in public with government officials or wearing the logo of
Venezuela’s ruling Socialist Party. In one audio recording analyzed by Crisis Group, a
guerrilla commander is heard saying to local indigenous residents, “We are the
operational commanders in the area, but we have chiefs, and we need to consult with the
government, beginning with the state government, municipal government, Indigenous

97 Bram Ebus, “A Rebel Playing Field: Colombian Guerrillas on the Venezuelan Border,” International Crisis Group,
April 28, 2021,
https://www.crisisgroup.org/latin-america-caribbean/andes/rebel-playing-field-colombian-guerrillas-venezuelan-border
#:~:text=28%20April%202021-,A%20Rebel%20Playing%20Field%3A%20Colombian%20Guerrillas%20on%20the%20
Venezuelan%20Border,armed%20group%20has%20raised%20tensions.

96 Anahí Aradas, “¿Guerrilla colombiana en Venezuela?,” BBC, Oct. 26, 2009,
https://www.bbc.com/mundo/america_latina/2009/10/091026_2308_guerrilla_colombiana_venezuela_jrg.
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chiefs in Amazonas and with the ruling party.” Researchers have reported significant
evidence of collaboration between Colombian guerrillas and Venezuelan authorities,
including Colombian media sources describing the protection offered to the guerrilla
groups by the upper echelons of the Venezuelan state. One recording viewed by the
Crisis Group shows a commander arguing to locals that Venezuela needs “friends,” and
that Colombian guerrilla groups are there to help the Maduro government.98 According
to interviews with a senior Ejercito de Liberación Nacional- National Liberation Army
(ELN) guerrilla member, ELN fighters have even trained local colectivos, often with the
approval of Venezuelan security forces.99

A different Crisis Group report published in 2020 found that Venezuelan authorities
have indeed relied on the ELN guerrilla group to help reinforce their control over
sensitive border areas, suggesting that there may be high-level government backing for
that group. Groups emerging from the former right-wing paramilitaries in Colombia,
particularly the Rastrojos, have also been known to collude with Venezuelan security
officers in the border state of Táchira. The group allegedly changed its name in 2019, and
now self-identifies as a pro-government colectivo. Crisis Group has reported the presence
of many smaller armed bands in the border region as well, many of whom have
established relationships with local politicians and work alongside Venezuelan security
forces.100

Reports from Human Rights Watch have also confirmed a “close relationship” between
the Venezuelan authorities and another guerrilla group, the Patriotic Forces of National
Liberation (FPLN) along the border. According to Human Rights Watch, these groups
have “established and brutally enforce on civilians a wide range of rules normally
associated with criminal laws enacted and enforced by governments.” They have also
increasingly committed unlawful killings of human rights defenders and community
leaders in order to control the social and political environment in the territories in which

100 Crisis Group International, “Crisis on the Border: Keeping the Peace Between Colombian and Venezuela,” Dec. 14,
2020,
https://www.crisisgroup.org/latin-america-caribbean/andes/colombia/84-disorder-border-keeping-peace-between-colo
mbia-and-venezuela.

99 Crisis Group International, “Crisis on the Border: Keeping the Peace Between Colombian and Venezuela,” Dec. 14,
2020,
https://www.crisisgroup.org/latin-america-caribbean/andes/colombia/84-disorder-border-keeping-peace-between-colo
mbia-and-venezuela.

98 Bram Ebus, “A Rebel Playing Field: Colombian Guerrillas on the Venezuelan Border,” International Crisis Group,
April 28, 2021,
https://www.crisisgroup.org/latin-america-caribbean/andes/rebel-playing-field-colombian-guerrillas-venezuelan-border
#:~:text=28%20April%202021-,A%20Rebel%20Playing%20Field%3A%20Colombian%20Guerrillas%20on%20the%20
Venezuelan%20Border,armed%20group%20has%20raised%20tensions.
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they operate.101 Venezuelan media sources have also reported on the presence of the
guerrilla group “Botas Negras,” describing their activities to include smuggling, auto
theft, extortion and carrying out assassination orders within Venezuela.102

Táchira State and Freddy Bernal
In Táchira state especially, the growing presence of Colombian guerrillas, especially the
ELN, appears to have the blessing of the Maduro government, “who view the ELN as a
supplement to the state’s border defenses and seem willing to overlook occasional clashes
between its fighters and the Venezuelan military,” according to the Crisis Group report.
These groups in Táchira have access to “off-road vehicles, high-end transmission
equipment and state-subsidized food packages, which they hand out to locals to gain
support.” A key figure in the control of Táchira state and the relationship between
Colombian guerrillas and the Maduro government is veteran chavista Freddy Bernal,
appointed as “protector” of the state by Maduro in January 2018, with responsibilities
including safeguarding the border, containing the COVID-19 pandemic and running
CLAP, the national state-subsidized food distribution program.103 Bernal’s twitter account
proudly displays photos of the military equipment and heavily armed soldiers at his
disposal.104

Alongside the appointment of Bernal as “protector” of Táchira, Maduro also deployed
members of the much-criticized National Police (PNB) and the Special Action Forces
(FAES) to control the security situation in the state in 2018. Bernal is one of the most
influential members of the Maduro government, as former national director of both the
CLAP program and the National Intelligence Service (SEBIN). He also appears on the
U.S. Treasury Department’s Kingpin List for allegedly supplying arms to Colombian
guerrilla groups. According to InSight Crime researchers, not only is Bernal a key link

104 Tweet by Freddy Bernal, @FreddyBernal, protector of Táchira state, 10:22am, 24 May 2020,
https://twitter.com/FreddyBernal/status/1264758600880345088.

103 Crisis Group International, “Crisis on the Border: Keeping the Peace Between Colombian and Venezuela,” Dec. 14,
2020,
https://www.crisisgroup.org/latin-america-caribbean/andes/colombia/84-disorder-border-keeping-peace-between-colo
mbia-and-venezuela.

102 Europa Press, “  Venezuela. Abatidos dos milicianos colombianos en un enfrentamiento con la Guardia Nacional de
Venezuela,” Notimérica, Jan. 23, 2022,
https://www.notimerica.com/sociedad/noticia-venezuela-abatidos-dos-milicianos-colombianos-enfrentamiento-guardia-
nacional-venezuela-20220123052326.html.

101 Human Rights Watch, “‘The Guerrillas Are the Police’: Social Control and Abuses by Armed Groups in Colombia’s
Arauca Province and Venezuela’s Apure State,” Jan. 22, 2020,
https://www.hrw.org/report/2020/01/22/guerrillas-are-police/social-control-and-abuses-armed-groups-colombias-arau
ca.
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between the Maduro government and guerrilla groups in the region, but is also a
“principal coordinator” of relations between the government and paramilitary colectivos.
He is known to be an open advocate of the colectivos, most prominently the Border
Security Colectivo (CSF). Both colectivos and the armed guerrilla groups have been found
to collude with state security forces, with which Bernal also has a close relationship, in
order to contain anti-government protests in Táchira, and also to engage in illicit
activities such as extortion.105

According to InSight Crime’s analysis, “the naming of Bernal in this position indicates
that the Maduro administration is looking for an operator that can mediate between these
actors, or more so control them, directing their criminal activities and territorial influence
with the possible objective of imposing social control in this problematic region.”106 In
2019, Bernal hosted a meeting and invited ELN leaders and high-ranking officers of
Maduro’s party. In the November 2021 elections, Bernal took over the governorship in
Táchira from opposition candidate Laidy Gómez, likely consolidating influence for both
Colombian guerrillas and colectivos in the state.107

107 Venezuela Investigative Unit, “A Seat at the Table: What New Governors in Venezuela Mean for Organized Crime,”
InSight Crime, Dec. 20, 2021,
https://insightcrime.org/news/new-governors-new-capos-organized-crime-venezuela-after-elections/.

106 Unidad de Investigación de Venezuela, “Venezuela nombra "protector" de estado fronterizo con Colombia a
funcionario que estuvo vinculado con la guerrilla,” InSight Crime, Feb. 6, 2018,
https://es.insightcrime.org/noticias/analisis/venezuela-nombra-protector-de-estado-fronterizo-con-colombia-a-funcion
ario-que-estuvo-vinculado-con-la-guerrilla/.

105 Unidad de Investigación de Venezuela, “Venezuela nombra "protector" de estado fronterizo con Colombia a
funcionario que estuvo vinculado con la guerrilla,” InSight Crime, Feb. 6, 2018,
https://es.insightcrime.org/noticias/analisis/venezuela-nombra-protector-de-estado-fronterizo-con-colombia-a-funcion
ario-que-estuvo-vinculado-con-la-guerrilla/.
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Chapter Five: Violence Against LGBT People
in Venezuela

Overview
In Venezuela, gay men and transgender individuals are often socially viewed as a threat to the
nation because they undermine the traditional notions of virility and masculinity. This
pervasive social hostility manifests itself in physical violence and discrimination directed at
LGBT individuals. While Venezuela is not alone among Latin American countries that
harbor a social animus toward gay individuals, Venezuela’s government has often contributed
to the harassment, failing to pass legislation in support of LGBT rights. For example,
scholars studying gay and transgender people in Venezuela have found constant and severe
harassment by the municipal police and members of the Venezuelan National Guard.
Government protection forces use the “Ordenanza de Convivencia Ciudadana” (Civic
Conviviance Ordinance) as one of the tools to harass gay men and transgendered people on
the streets of Venezuelan cities. The vague ordinance calls for social harmony and stipulates
fines for sex work. However, scholars have shown that this ordinance and others like it are
utilized by the police and the military to force gay and transgendered people to provide
sexual favors.108

LGBT individuals in Venezuela face significant social, cultural, and legal barriers to their
personal safety, economic rights, and access to appropriate medical care. Legal rules which
on their face provide a measure of governmental protection are, in practice, routinely
ignored. Individually, queer and transgender individuals have been subjected to historic
physical and social violence. The court system in Venezuela is loyal to Maduro’s ruling
socialist party, and often refuses to pass legislation in support of LGBT rights if proposed by
opposition groups.109

The cultural and social marginalization of LGBT individuals thus plays out in a lack of
political and legal rights. Unlike the United States where there is a well-established network
of non-profit groups to defend the rights of sexual minorities, this community is largely
absent from the political process in Venezuela. Additionally, gay marriages are not

109 Javier Corrales, “UNDERSTANDING THE UNEVEN SPREAD OF LGBT RIGHTS IN LATIN AMERICA
AND THE CARIBBEAN, 1999–2013,” Journal of research in gender studies 7, no. 1 (2017): 52–82.

108 Marcia Ochoa, “Perverse Citizenship: Divas, Marginality, and Participation in ‘Loca-Lization’,” WSQ Women’s Studies
Quarterly, Jan. 2008,
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/236793321_Perverse_Citizenship_Divas_Marginality_and_Participation_in_
Loca-Lization.
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recognized in the 1999 Venezuelan Constitution and the government prohibits gender
changes on legal documents, a rarity among South American countries. In the past decade,
there have been some efforts to reform discriminatory legislation towards the LGBT
community in Venezuela. Despite some gains, there is still no legal recognition of same-sex
marriage, although the national assembly in 2009 did acknowledge same-sex “association by
cohabitation.” In fact, article 44 of Venezuela’s Civil Code explicitly outlaws same-sex
marriages.110

Additionally, the protective international and national legal framework for LGBT individuals
rarely finds expression in Venezuela's domestic law. In a report to the UN, the LGBT
organization DIVERLEX denounced that “Venezuela: (i) does not have laws to effectively
combat homo-lesbo-transphobia, violence and discrimination against the Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual, Transexual, Transgender and Intersex (LGBTTI) community and the
consequences, (ii) does not have public policies promoting inclusiveness and requiring that
equal services be provided to the LGBTTI community and (iii) has a number of sub-legal
provisions, ordinances, and the like still in effect that draw distinctions based on sexual
orientation or gender identity.” In their 2013 report to the IACHR, the NGO Acción
Ciudadana Contra el SIDA (ACCSI) similarly emphasizes that “there are no laws or other
legal instruments specifically for LGBTI persons, due to the lack of political will on the part
of the Venezuelan state authorities.”111

In 2016, ACCSI reported 175 hate crimes occurred on the basis of sexual orientation, gender
identity and expression between January 2009 and May 2016, broken down into 75 murders
(beheadings, bullet wounds, burns, push off from buildings, coils, choking, beating with
blunt objects) and 100 aggressions of all kinds (torture, cruel, inhuman and degrading
treatments, arbitrary arrests, verbal, physical and psychological abuse, threats, police
onslaught, abuse of power, etc.). Most of the bodies were found in avenues, streets and
highways, garbage dumps or less traveled sites.112 In 2021, the Venezuelan Observatory of
Violence (OVV) recorded 21 murders of people "just for being gay or lesbian," and in the
second half of 2022 the Observatory recorded 11 gay, lesbian or transgender victims of
"murders or cases of very serious injuries.” Yendri Velásquez of the OVV has stated that the
types of violence against the LGBT community ranges from “psychological violence, very
present in the family sphere, beatings, denial of identity, access and use of public spaces -

112 “A summary on Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual Trans and Intersex (LGBTI) human rights issues in Venezuela and
recommendations by Red LGBTI de Venezuela and Unión Afirmativa de Venezuela,” November 2016,
https://ilga.org/downloads/SUMMARY_VENEZUELA.pdf

111 “Venezuela LGBTI Resources,” Rights in Exile Programme,
http://www.refugeelegalaidinformation.org/venezuela-lgbti-resources.

110 “Venezuela LGBTI Resources,” Rights in Exile Programme,
http://www.refugeelegalaidinformation.org/venezuela-lgbti-resources.
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from restaurants to parks -, extortion, bullying based on gender expression, employment
discrimination and even murder.”113

In 2008, ACCSI published their "Report on Homophobia, Violence and Impunity against
the Community of Lesbians, Gays, Transsexuals and Bisexuals in the Bolivarian Republic of
Venezuela," reflecting the results of a study conducted in Caracas, Mérida and Maracaibo.
50% of respondents claimed to have had negative experiences with the police: verbal
aggression (36%), harassment (20%), physical assault (12%) and imprisonment (11%). The
report also attributes "the distrust of the justice system, fear and shame” as principal reasons
for continued impunity. About the results of complaints, the Report indicates that the
percentage of cases resolved of the total reported was around 15%. Concerning the negative
experiences with state security bodies referred to in the report, 45.9% of LGBTI people
reported verbal abuse due to sexual orientation, gender identity and gender expression;
22.7% reported being a victim of extortion; 19.8% reported physical assault and 9% injuries
with weapons and sexual assault. Among the security forces involved were the Bolivarian
National Police (PNB) (27.1% of cases); the National Guard (part of the Bolivarian National
Armed Forces, 22.4% of cases); and officials from the Scientific, Penal and Criminal
Investigation Service Corps (Cuerpo de Investigaciones Científicas, Penales y Criminalísticas-
CICPC) (5.9% of cases). Other groups mentioned were the Regional and Municipal Police,
Patrimonial Guard and Traffic Police.114

More recently, the political and economic crisis in Venezuela has directly affected LGBT
Venezuelans, with funding for the few support organizations that existed either reduced or
cut entirely. Government limits on food sales and subsidies penalize same-sex couples, who
are excluded from the CLAP program because they are not counted as “families,” according
to the general coordinator of Union Afirmativa de Venezuela. Transgender individuals also
struggle to find food subsidies as their government-issued IDs don’t match or recognize
their gender identities.115 CLAP food subsidies are also withheld on a personal basis due to
discriminatory bias against LGBT individuals or political opponents. Critics of the CLAP
program have denounced it as a  “cynical form of political patronage… rife with
corruption.”116

116 Andreina Aponte and Ana Isabel Martinez, “For poor Venezuelans, a box of food may sway vote for Maduro,”
Reuters, March 12, 2018, https://www.reuters.com/article/us-venezuela-politics-food-idUSKCN1GO173.

115 “Living in Venezuela Now Is Hard, Being LGBT Makes It Harder,” VOA News, Feb. 4, 2019,
https://www.voanews.com/americas/living-venezuela-now-hard-being-lgbt-makes-it-harder.

114 Red LGBTI Venezuela, “Human Rights Situation of Lesbian, Gays, Bisexual, Trans and Intersex persons in
Venezuela,” May 2015,
https://tbinternet.ohchr.org/Treaties/CCPR/Shared%20Documents/VEN/INT_CCPR_CSS_VEN_20596_E.pdf.

113 Humberto Marquez, “The LGBTIQ+ Community Still Oppressed in Venezuela,” Global Issues, March 30, 2023,
https://www.globalissues.org/news/2023/03/30/33464.
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Failure by the government to provide a normalized policy of access to medical services for
LGBT individuals has life-altering consequences for this community. For transgender
individuals specifically, the political and economic crisis has led to devastating shortages in
medication for hormone replacement therapy. Since anti-government protests began in
2014, many transgender individuals taking hormones in Venezuela have been forced to travel
to Colombia to access the medication they need. Dr Edward Romero, director of the
transgender unit at the UCIEP medical center in Caracas, has estimated that at least half of
his patients have traveled to other countries in the region, including Colombia, Ecuador and
Peru, to find cheaper alternatives, according to a report published by BBC News last year.117

According to a 2015 report by the Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity Working Group
at the University of Toronto, “LGBT Venezuelans face several social and legal obstacles to
their freedom and security: a history of serious abuses perpetrated by police; legal
amendments that expressly rule out any form of marriage for same-sex couples;
discrimination in the workforce; and difficulty in having their constitutional protections
enforced.” According to the same report, the Immigration and Refugee Board of Canada
found in 2009 that, “50% of homosexuals report at least one incident with public forces
during the previous 6 months (verbal or physical violence, blackmail, etc.)” The report goes
on to describe the level of police harassment of LGBT individuals in Venezuela, highlighting
an event in 2010 in which 20-25 queer individuals were rounded up by police officers,
robbed, beaten and harassed. This incident was one of many arbitrary arrests of LGBT
people in Venezuela by police offers who are known to behave in a highly discriminatory
manner – instances of random theft, sexual assault, and shootings by police officers towards
members of the LGBT community have been repeatedly reported throughout the past
decade.118

According to the US State Department’s 2019 Human Rights Report for Venezuela, “The
constitution provides for equality before the law of all persons and prohibits discrimination
based on ‘sex or social condition,’ but it does not explicitly prohibit discrimination based on
sexual orientation or gender identity. According to a [Venezuelan Supreme Court] TSJ ruling,
no individual may be subjected to discrimination because of sexual orientation, but the ruling
was rarely enforced. Credible NGOs reported incidents of bias-motivated violence against
lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and intersex (LGBTI) persons… Leading advocates noted
that law enforcement authorities often did not properly investigate to determine whether

118 Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity Working Group, “Venezuela: Country report for use in Canadian refugee
claims based on persecution on the basis of sexual orientation or gender identity,” University of Toronto, June 2015,
https://ihrp.law.utoronto.ca/utfl_file/count/media/Venezuela%20Report-%20Final.pdf.

117 Guillermo Olmo, “Venezuela’s transgender community fears hormone shortages,” BBC News, July 5, 2019,
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-latin-america-48810720.
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crimes were bias-motivated. Local police and private security forces allegedly prevented
LGBTI persons from entering malls, public parks, and recreational areas.”119 Given the
hostile situation for LGBT Venezuelans, exacerbated by the political and economic crisis
currently plaguing the country, returnees are likely to face continued harassment in
Venezuela by community members, colectivos and especially by police and other government
authorities because of their sexual orientation.

Social Status and Treatment of HIV+ Individuals in Venezuela
For LGBT individuals who are HIV+, the situation in Venezuela can be even more difficult.
While official policies of the Venezuelan government have been relatively progressive since
the election of Chavez in 1998, gay and transgender people experience discrimination in
seeking HIV treatment on the ground. For example, the Venezuelan government has
provided anti-retroviral drugs at no cost to HIV/AIDS patients since 1998. However, access
to these services and drugs is difficult for gay men because the state-run health system often
refuses services, engages in dehumanizing conduct, and stigmatizes gay men or men who
exhibit feminine characteristics. These practices vary widely by location, with some state run
health services more sensible and displaying greater tolerance for LGBT individuals than
others. Importantly, the Venezuelan state has not done anything to prevent such
discriminatory practices. This failure of the government to provide a normalized policy of
access to medical services is notable because of its life-altering consequences. According to
transgender activist Tamara Adrián, "there are barriers to entry into health centers, both
public and private, for people who are trans or intersex, for their stay in hospitals -
sometimes they are treated in the corridors - and for adherence to the treatments.”120

The Pan American Health Organization estimated that there were about 120,000
Venezuelans with a positive diagnosis for HIV in 2019, and 75,000 who depend on the
state's free supply of antiretroviral (ARV) medication to survive. UNAIDS has put the
number of HIV-positive Venezuelans at 300,000, including possible undiagnosed people.121

In the past decade, the humanitarian crisis in Venezuela has led to the collapse of the public
health system, with huge consequences for HIV-positive Venezuelans. In 2016, local NGO
Asovida reported a 90% shortage of antiretrovirals in Venezuela. In 2017, the health system

121 Gabriela Mesones Rojo, “Leave or die. The choice confronting HIV-positive Venezuelans,” The New Humanitarian,
Nov. 5, 2019,
https://www.thenewhumanitarian.org/news-feature/2019/11/05/Venezuelans-HIV-health-choice-leave-die.

120 Humberto Marquez, “The LGBTIQ+ Community Still Oppressed in Venezuela,” Global Issues, March 30, 2023,
https://www.globalissues.org/news/2023/03/30/33464.

119 “Venezuela 2019 Human Rights Report,” U.S. Department of State,
https://www.state.gov/reports/2019-country-reports-on-human-rights-practices/venezuela/.
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reached a collapsing point; no national hospital had ARV drugs and 85% of pharmacies ran
out of medication for opportunistic infections. Local NGO Acción Ciudadana contra el
SIDA (Citizens’ Action Against AIDS) reported that at least 58,000 Venezuelans were left
without treatment. That same year, Acción Solidaria estimated that 3,200 people died from
HIV-related illnesses, or 8 people daily. In 2018, the organization reported 24 to 25
HIV-related deaths every day. In 2018, a new response plan was drafted between the health
ministry and global health organizations, with The Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis
and Malaria giving $5 million for antiretrovirals. This helped to reduce the shortage of
treatment to 65 percent for 10 months. Since this time however, the Venezuelan government
has not kept to its commitment to contribute $28 million to fund the rest of the program.122

Access to treatment is only one issue faced by HIV-positive individuals in Venezuela. Juan
Manuel Rodrigues, a human rights defender from NGO Acción Solidaria reported that cases
of labor discrimination rose considerably in 2019 based on HIV-positive diagnoses. “HIV
tests for workers have been illegal for more than 20 years. Still, many workers are tested
against their will and fired when the results are positive,” he said.123 Activists protesting lack
of proper treatment and discrimination have also faced targeting and violence at the hands of
state authorities. Most recently, the Venezuelan government raided the Mavid Foundation, an
organization that has been supporting people living with HIV to access antiretroviral
medication. On 15 February 2019, HIV activists connected to the Mavid Foundation,
Jonathan Mendoza, Wilmer Alvarez and Manuel Armas Jhas, were detained following the
raid.124

A report by the Immigration and Refugee Board of Canada about the treatment of
individuals with HIV by the Venezuelan government found continuing discrimination,
particularly against visibly gay people.125 A representative of Acción Solidaria explained the
situation as follows: “I could not say that all people with HIV, especially gay men with HIV,
face discrimination, but many, many more than one would like, even after almost 30 years of

125Immigration and Refugee Board of Canada, Venezuela: Treatment by government officials of persons with HIV/AIDS, in
particular with regard to the distribution of anti-retroviral drugs; treatment by government officials of gay men with HIV/AIDS, 23
September 2009, VEN103245.E, available at: http://www.unhcr.org/refworld/docid/4b8631d82.html [accessed 15
August 2023].

124 Rob Kelly, “HIV activists in Venezuela under threat,” Frontline AIDS, Feb. 16, 2019,
https://frontlineaids.org/hiv-activists-in-venezuela-under-threat/.

123 Gabriela Mesones Rojo, “Leave or die. The choice confronting HIV-positive Venezuelans,” The New Humanitarian,
Nov. 5, 2019,
https://www.thenewhumanitarian.org/news-feature/2019/11/05/Venezuelans-HIV-health-choice-leave-die.

122 Gabriela Mesones Rojo, “Leave or die. The choice confronting HIV-positive Venezuelans,” The New Humanitarian,
Nov. 5, 2019,
https://www.thenewhumanitarian.org/news-feature/2019/11/05/Venezuelans-HIV-health-choice-leave-die.
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the beginnings of HIV, are still subjected to discrimination and violations of their rights.”126

A UNAIDS official not only corroborated that such discrimination exists, but indicated that
the state has not done anything to prevent such practices. The official stated that individuals
who are transgender or exhibit more feminine qualities face "degrading and offensive
treatment by ... health workers."127 Given the dismal situation for HIV-positive individuals in
Venezuela currently, it is likely that these individuals would face discrimination and stigma
due to their condition, and would be unable to access lifesaving antiretroviral drugs.

127 UNAIDS official, 3 Sept. 2009, as cited in Immigration and Refugee Board of Canada, Venezuela: Treatment by
government officials of persons with HIV/AIDS, http://www.unhcr.org/refworld/publisher,IRBC,,VEN,4b8631d82,0.html

126 ACSOL Representative 18 Aug. 2009, as cited in Immigration and Refugee Board of Canada, Venezuela: Treatment by
government officials of persons with HIV/AIDS, http://www.unhcr.org/refworld/publisher,IRBC,,VEN,4b8631d82,0.html
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